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U. S. Nclear Regulatory C isslon 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
tahkinqton, 3C 20SSS 

Doar Sir: 

In thre matter of Doc•rt Ons. 50-j27 SO-390 
Tennesses Valley Autlority ' -320 SO-391 

DKARTZWT OF LAWNS CA 1 Pa. 92-1M-19 AW c- TRA-34 

This letter and Its enclosures respond to ycJr letter dated Deceafer 8, 
199S, re'ardinq the Secretary of Labor'* (SOL) Deciason and Order of 
Remand In the case of Randolph Frady v. Tennessee Valley Authrity and 
the potential vIoLations of 10 CrR S0.7 whicn are beir, caonsldered by th1e 
00C. By aqreement with the MWa staff, four days were added to TVA's 
30-day response deadline, extending the tim 4f response to January 12, 
1996.  

As I discussed with Movers. Mark Lesser and Sr;rno Uryc of the MAC st4ff, 
TVA stronqly disagreee with those portLons of the -L's a.c•sion which 
'old that TVA discriminated against Mr. Frady and will petition for a 
review oC the decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit. 3nclosure I discusbes the bases for ?VA** dLseareement 
with t!.* SOL's dectson.  

TVA also examined tne events whi•-h resultwd Ln Mr. Frady's ccrplaant over 
four years ago and the recent SO. de,'.sinn to determnLn wfhathea there was 
any evidence of a chillinq effeot on "mployeos wi•lin7ness to raise 
safety concerns. Saeod on our revews and anlys.3 of the vzarous 
measurev used to monitor the work er-•'ronowt, we have deterLrned t~lat 
tM3 circumstances of this -ase, including the SOL's recent 40•si'nn, d;d 
not result in any such chilling effect, IncLnosure 2 proviwde the temults 
of our analysis.  
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a. SS. CLear O"MLStory oLisicn 
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3Inacmmw 3 wplaL-•. TVA's poiitL aon the poteatLeL vioLatLons ot PIC 
raymatams vW aLso dlecuscas why scalstad nforcumkmt Is unawarranted 
L thi.s cam. Any questLaos rerdaLq this Intter say be directed to me 
at (43) ?S7-4776.  

SLinreLy, 

ubecrlbed sand suo to before so 
this I!day Of 7,7A CA- 199 

h•IIt 

Uotacy PuabILiC 

my ComLmsiLo n Splree 

cc (Knclocurle): See req.p 3
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cc (ancloewre) S 
Mr. 0. 2. Laearge, Project Manager 
U. S. Nucleer Regulatory CosLLon 
One White Flint Worth 
l*SSS ltckwille Pike 
ockville., Maryland 208S2 

MeeC ident Inspector 
Seaquoyah Nuclear Plant 
2600 Igou Perry Road 
Soddy Daisy, Tenneee 37379 

MC Peeident Inspector 
Watts Bar nuclear Plant 
1260 Nuclear Plant Rod 
Sprinq City, Tennesee 37381 

Mr Peter S. Taim, Senior Project Manager 
U. S. Nluclear Regulatory C iission 
Oe White Flint North 
1155S Rockville Pike 
nockvLlle, Maryland 20852 

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Cosmission 
Region It 
101 Marietta Street, XV, Suite 2900 
Atlanta, GA 30323



Enclosure I

Bases for TVA's Disagreemnt With the Secretary of L-bor 

Randolph Vrady is a former quality control inspector who was employed by 
WVA at Watts Bar Euclear Plant (1mU) and Sequoyah Nuclear Plant (SQN).  
In Moeamber 1990 Mr. Frady received a aeduction in force (RIr) notce 
effective January 1991. No filed a complaint with the Department of 
Labor (DOL) under Section 210 of the Energy Reorganization Act (ERA) iri 
January 1991 regarding that RIT. A settlement if the complaint was 
reached in June 1991, which provided, among -ths-: things, for Mr. Frady 
to be placed in TVA's Soployee Transition Program (ETP) for a period of 
up to six months tc allow him to find another job. ITP was a TVA 
program designed to assist WVA employees such as Mr. Frady to find other 
employment both outside and inside VA. The agreement further provided 
that if at the end of six months, Mr. Frady were still in Zr? and had 
not found a job, his employment at VA would end.  

Mr. Frady flIed three E complaints, on August 21 and September 24, 
1991, and January 21, 1992, which are the subject of Case Nos. 92-ZRA-19 
and 92-ERA-34. In those complaints, he alleged that TVA had 
discriminated against him in violation of the ERA by not hiring him for 
nne of the 14 positions within TVA for which he had applied. His 
specific complaint was that TVA had not selected his because ha had 
previously raivid safety concerns. The DOL's Wag ad Hour Diiision 
investigated and denied all thre% cimplaints after finding that there 
was no evidence to substantiate any of his claims.  

In addition to the DOL Investigations, TVW's Office of Inspector General 
(for) investigated each of the 14 instances of nonselection which 
Mr. Frady claimed to be discriminatory. In reports issued on 
November 21, 1991, and March 17, 1992, the OAG found that none of 
Mr. Frady's claims could be substantiated.  

Mr. Frady appealed the decisions of the DOL's Wage and Hour Division, 
and his complaiLts were consolidated for a hearing before a DOL 
Administrative Law Judge (A-7) in September 1992. Sixteen witnesses 
testified over tw: days at the hearitig, during which, as stated by the 
AUT, "Itjhe parties at that time exhaustively litigated the issues and 
had every opportunity to be heard, to present evidence, and to examine 
and cross-examine witrnesses (Recommeded Decision and Ordar (RDO) at 
2). At the close of Mr. Frady's presentation of evidence, the ALI 
dismisset Mr. Frady's claims concerning eight of the nonsnlecticns. The 
AL issued an ROO on January 22, 1993, finding that none of the 
:emaining six nonsegectLons were discrLminatory and that Mr. Frady had 
failed to demonstrate, either by direct or circumstantial vvidence, that 
he was not hired for the positions at issue because of his past 
protected activity. Accordirgly, the ALJ recomended that the Secretary 
of Labor dismiss the complaints.  

On October 23, 1995, the Secretary issued an order affirming the ALJ a 
dimissal of the eight nonselections and his fLndlngs of no 
discriminatLon on three of the remaining six nonselectinns. However,
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the Secretary rejected tie PDO on the three remaining nonselections-
me hiniat and steamfitter trainee at VU, machinist and steamfitter 
trainee at 3QN, and nuclear quality control inspector at 5gW. The 
Pocretacy thee remanded the case to the A14 to determine the position 
Mr. Frady should receive and the monetary relief to be awarded. Until 
the decision by the Secretary of Labor, no investigation or adjudication 
bad found that there was any merit to any of the claims raised by 
Mr. Frady. TA strongly disagremes with the Secretary's findings of 
discrimination. As discussed below, we believe that, as the J14 
correctly found, the evidence in the record clearly showed that 
Kr. Frady was -ot selected for these positions for legitimate business 
reasons which had nothing to do with any protected activity.  

1. 0trar &- the ASSerear *s decsins - h LIT corrw~tiw h*"d tha 
Mr. ?hradv'| *- --mu.mctii wet for valid beat--s ras___. There was 
ample evidence introduced at the hearing that justified TVA's 
selectLons. This eviderce was carefully reviewed by the £14 in making 
his recoemended decision. With all due respect to the Secretary, we 
believe his findings of discrimination are in direct conflict with the 
evidence and are based largely on assumptions and inferences that have 
no real support in the record and indeed are directly contradicted by 
the testimony.  

The VAW and SON machinist and steafictter trainee positions. As was the 
standard practice at the time, the selections for these positions were 
made by a committee consisting of a TVA managment representative and a 
union representative. A TVA human resource officer acted as secretary 
to the committee but had no vote. It was the responsibility of t.e 
management and union representatives to decide which candidates to 
Interview and then to conduct the interviews, rank the candidates, and 
make the final selections. At the hearing, there was detailed testimony 
about the positions and the qualifications of those selected and thr 
selection committee's bases for each of the candidate rankirqs. Mat 4a 
much as mechanical aptitude, manual dexterity, . I demonstrated 'hands 
ono ability were carefully exa.-ined in depth. g1 affirmative action 
considerations were taken into Account (transcript at 374-82, 388-95, 
541-47).  

In concluding that TVA had discriminated against Mr. Frady, the 
Secretary found that TVA's evidence as to why Mr. Frady was not selected 
for these positions was not persuasive. Considering the substantial 
evidence In the record showing tn. legitimate bases for the selections 
that were made, we can only assume that the Secretary simply disagreed 
with VA's business Jecisions and therefore felt that TVA's decision had 
to be based on some improper discrisinatory basis. This is sia•ply not 
enouqh under the law to support a charge of discrimination, nor is it 
the role of the Secretary. On the contrary, the iss.• is not the 
correctness of the business judgment of the utility but whether its 
management in fact acted in good faith. The Secretary, in essence, 
improperly second-guessed the selection committee's individual 
evaluations of the various job candidates' qualifications, and 
substituted his own judgment on the relative skills of Mr. Frady and 
others (order at 20-21).
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The Secretary'a finding also iLnores the fact that the very oimmittse 
process which was umedl to make the selections was specifically designed 
to consider both menagemsnt's and the unions' views in a fair and 
objectiv, mawnr, based only on proper employment considerations. This 
was not simply TVA's decision. Rather, in each instance, it was a joint 
decision. Testimony at the hearing pointed to the independence of the 
unioe representatives on thmee selection comeittees (transcript at 383, 
367-3M8, 549), and their impartial participation in the selection 
process. moreover, the union repreeentatives' ratings in both the SQU 
and selections were consistent with the management representatives' 
ratings (Respondent's xhibits 7 and 11, transcript at 171-73), and 
their final selections were the em as those of management. There was 
no evidence or finding that any union official involved in the selection 
process knew of Mr. Frady's protected activity or made any selectlion 
decision that was not in good faith or discriminatory. Yet, these ei 
selections and the criteria used were found to be discriminatory by the 
Secretary with respect to TVA. The evidence shows otherwise.  

The SON nuclear inspectur position. The circumstances surrounding the 
cancellation of the nuclear inspector position at SW and Mr. Frady's 
nonseloction were clearly presented at the hearing by the responsible 
SW quality manaqer and corroborated by a documented independent 
manpor study. The record clearly established that, at the time the 
position was posted, an outside firm was in the process of making 
staffing recomendations for all of TVA Nuclear's inspection 
organizations based on an industry-wide review of personnel levels 
(Respondent's exhibit 9). Accordingly, TVA management recognized that 
the position might not be filled depending upon the result of the then 
unflnished study. After applications for the position were received, 
the study was completed and a reduced headcount for the SQK quality 
organizatlon was recommnded. The responsible manager, on the basis of 
the study, felt it would be counterproductive to hire a now employee 
that would later subject the organization to a reduction in force.  
Accordingly, he decided to cancel the selection and not fill the 
position. That decision affected a number of candidates besides Mr.  
Frady (transcript at 334-38, 344-47, 353-54, and 522).  

The Secretary nevertheless found that the decision not tc fill the 
position was pretextuaL because TVA later assigned two other inspectors 
to the SQN plant after the position selection was canceled. We do not 
think the Secretary properly took into account thw independent study or 
the explanation given for these assiqnment&, which clearly showed that 
there was no intent to discriminate against Mr. Frady. The two 
individuals were given the inspector positions iolely as a result of 
legal settlements which are by definition outside the normal course of 
business, and under the applicable rules cannot be used as the basis for 
any finding of liability or wrongdoing. Moreover, there is absolutely 
no evidence in the record that the manager who docided to cancel the 
selection at issue here had any role In the decision on the assignment 
of the two individuals who had settled their cases. In fact, the 
settlement agreements show on their face that tney were approved by 
senlor corporate manaqment ten months later. The Secretary likewise 
failed to take into account any changed circumstances that may have 
arisen in the ten months that elapsed between the time the selection at 
issue was canceled and the settlements. furthermore, contrary to the
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Secretary,* ecatement, one of -he two individuals was not even assignod 
to the plant, but rather was asigned to the So training center, 
outside of the responsible manaer's organization and not under his 
supervisi•on. Under these circumAtAnces, there I& simply no basi* to 
find that the decision was pretextual.  

2. -- vi• --- h ---- e . that l. -1ai * &a 
mm~ 4 i Sma t Isite tamw -ntcAi @SActivity The responsible.  

managers specifically denied In the hearing that their decisions not to 
select Kr. Frady were based in any way on his Identification of safety
related issu or on his earlier ERA proceeding, and there is no 
evidence in the record to contradict this. Rather, it is clear from the 
record that TVA's decision was not based on Mr. Frady's protected 
activity. This Is crucial to a finding of discrimination. The 
Secretary did not point to any relation between the decision not to 
select kr. Frady and his protected activity. Rather, the Secretary, 
again presumably because of his disagreemnt with those decisions, found 
that there was an inference of bias on the part of TVA. In doing so, we 
think he made mom significant errors in $Is assumptions about the 
evidence and Ignored the clear evidence in the record that directly 
refutes any such inference.  

The BMJI and SOI machinist and steamfictor trainee positions. The 
Secrets-". has hold that without knowledge of the protected activLty by 
the doc,siovmaker there can be no discrimination. We believe that the 
clear staterents 3f the witnesses show that no one who participated in 
the trainee selections had any knowledge of Kr. Frady's protected 
activity or harbored any hostility toward him. The Secretary based his 
contrary finding primarily on his belief that the human resource officer 
posaoeted scme knowledge of, or had at least a strong suspicion of, 
Mr. Frady*@ prior protected activity, which somehow played a part In the 
selection process. This was based on an Inference the Secretary drew 
from the human resource officer's testimony that he know Mr. Frady had 
been involved in some sort of settlement In an employment matter ',order 
at 16-17). However, it was the clear and uncontroverted testimony of 
the human resource officer that he had absolutely no knovledqe of 
Kr. Frady ever being involved in a DOL proceeding or ever having raised 
any safety concern (transcript at 368-69, 427-30). There also was 
unrobutted evidence that there were at least four forums, not involving 
ths Secretary or nuclear safety concerns, In which A TVA employee could 
have entered Into a se.tlement agreement on an employment matter.  
Indeed, the human resource officer stated that 'It could've keen any 
type of settlsment" (transcript at 368).  

The Secretary also focused on the huran resource officer's participation 
in the selection process. Yet, the Secretary acknowledged that the 
human resour:e offlcer's role was that of a neutral facilitator Insofar 
as the evaluation of the qualifications of the candidates were concerned 
and that the human resource officer did not Fart., 4t@ as a selecting 
ofiiciat (order at 30). He thus fails to explain how the human resource 
officer's knowledge, If any, had any effect on the actual seLectior of 
either the 1133 or SQW trainee positions. Zven If the human resource 
officer had some knowledge of Mr. Frady's protected activity (which the 
evidence clearly does not reflect), Mr. Frady hlmself twotlfied that the 
human resource officer had only been good to him and that he know of no
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am on the *election comittee who was unfavorably disposed toward him 
(transcript at 142-46).  

Insofar as the WWl stomfitter trainee position is concerned, the 
Secretary,* finding in Mr. Frady's favor is contradicted by the 
Secretary' own ste emet in the ordor that -the record indicates no 
basis for a conclusion that the decision not to Interview Frady for that 
position at ' was motivated by retaliatory animus (order at 22, 
a. '66). Similarly, the Secretary's order regarding the MW machinist 
treinoe position Ignored his own findings which specifically noted that 
the manaqment representative on the selection committse worked at M 
after the time Mr. Frady had and that the representative thus had no 
reasoe to know who Kr. Frady was when he Interviewed his (order at 16
17, n. 11). Flrther, Mr. Frady's counsel did not believe It Was Worta 
cross-examining the VU management repr-sentative about his lack of 
hostility toward Mr. Frady, and Mr. Frady never suggested that the union 
representative was motivated by any hostility toward his (transcript at 
140-41). There likewise is no competent evidence that the SQU 
managemt representative was aware of Mr. Frady's protected activity.  
At most, there was testimony that the management representative had seen 
Kr. Frady when he worked for the quality control orrianLiatLon at SQP.  
Ia testified, however, that he did not know Mr. 7 aJy by nam, never 
knew that Mr. Frady raised a safety concern or could be considered a 
"nuclear whLstleblumer," and JLd not know that Kr. Frady evr raised any 
complaints to DOL, KRC, or any type of grievance body (transcript at 
S39-40).  

There simply is no basis for the Secretary's conclusion, therefore, that 
any decision about Kr. Frady was related to his protected activity.  
Instead of relying on competent evidence, the Secretary assumed that the 
hostility of third parties "wes transmitted throuqh the supervisory 
communication channels" and was manifested in the selection process 
(order at 31). That sort of speculation and conjecture r•ot only has no 
support Ln the evidence but as the Secretary himself has recognized, 
cannot form the basis for fLnding a discriminatory motive. Moreover, 
such a conclusion can be reached only If the testimony of those who 
directly contradicted any such inferences is totaLly Ignored.  

The Secretary's inferences of discrLimnatory Intent also were based on 
his misunderstanding of the facts. For example, he inferred 
Jisrrixinatory intent from the proximity ,n time between the 
nonselections and mr. Frady a protected activity (order at 23-24). The 
Secretary esasured from June 1991 when the earlier settlement agreement 
was eaecuted. The activities tnat were the subject of that agreement, 
however, were alleged to have taken place 'over the years,' long before 
the nonseLectlons at issue here. The Secretary also Inferred 
dLcrLimnation from the human resource officer's testimony that none of 
the selectees were -primed (order eft 27-28, n. 18), and because the 
human resource officer may have seen Mr. Frady's unfavorable performance 
appraisal and warning letter which were to have been rn-,,e4 i,ider the 
terms of a previous settlement (order at 28-29). These ces are 
Irrelevant because, as the Secretary himself recognized, tr, .,uman 
resource officer was not the derisLonoaker in the selection process.  
Further, Lt Is undisputed that no ore Lnvolved in making the relection 
saw any adverse personnel dociments.
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The Secretary also draw a negative inference because the human resource 
offic•r' testimony was longer than the management representatiLe,& 
testimoy (order at 30). This Inference is simply illogical since it 
faLls to take into account that when the managment representative was 
om the stand, counsel oat Mr. Frady never suggested that this 
reresentative had any knowledge of or hostility toward Mr. Frady, nor 
doe the evidence reflect this anywhere. Since Mr. Frady had already 
testified about the management representative's lack of knowledge or 
hostility (transcript at 160-66), there was a very good reason for the 
relative brevity of his testimony. If anything, this refutes any 
inter•nce such as that drawn by the Secretary.  

te A nuclear Inspector position. The Secretary's decision on the 
Sequoyah seLection is also flawed. The Secretary's decision again is 
based solely on inferencea of bias and hostility, not on actual 
testimony or evidence, which in fact directly contradicts any such 
inferences. For example, the Secretary inferred that the manager was 
hostile toward Mr. Frady because the manager was aware of an earlier 
settlement agreement with Mr. Frady (order at 38). It is not proper to 
infer hostility from a settlement agreement unless there are other 
:,ignificant reasons to support such an inference, none of which are 
present here. Moreover, the purported hostility was based solely on 
Mr. Frady's testimony, which for reasons discussed below was not 
credible. The mdnager denied having any hostility toward Mr. Frady or 
that he had any discriminatory intent, and his testimony was 
specifically found to be credible by the ALT who hea.-d the testimony at 
the hearing.  

3. 5 Secretr&M did sot oroaerlv resolve coflicts ia the testi--mV 

It".L~mtisita d|mr-a Z' st-r cred ility f i-a L The 
AU saw and heard the witnesses, and made specific credibility findings 
with respect to conflicts in the testimony. The Secretary acknowiedges 
that the trier of fact's credibility determinations are entitled to 
deference. Nevertheless, based upon his reading of a cold record, the 
Secretary ignored the AW's credibility determination and made contrary 
findings. Although critical of the ALJ's credibility findings, the 
Secretary's decision does not provide the explanation for his 
credibility finding which he states Is required. Nor does he provide 
any explanation to resolve ttA conflicts in Mr. Prady's testimony which 
he purportedly credits. The Secretary's own prior decisions hold that 
where there is conflicting testimony, the agency must reconcilm the 
differing views and explain the basis for the determination that one 
side is more credible than the other, just as the ALJ did here. Had the 
Secretary properly addressed the differing testimonny here, we think that 
he would have found TVA's version of events to be more credible and 
consistent with the other evidence .n the record.  

The Secretary also simply ignored numerous problems with Mr. Frady's 
credibility that are raslocted in the record. On many oc.-sions, for 
example, Mr. Vrady made accusations against individuals but then was 
forced to admit on cross-examination that they were without any basis 
(transcript at 76-78, 83, 85, 90, 94, 95-96, 100-105, 121-22, 125-26, 
127-28, 130-381. Re was impeached on several points with his own 
deposition testimony (transcript at 79-81), he was evasive on several
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occasions ihen answering questions (transcript at 61-62, 102, 137-38), 
and be even contradicted his own testimony on cross-examination 
(transcript at 160-63). Also, he was not entirely forthcoming about the 
status of his nuclear certifications (transcript at 106-15, 216-17).  

Noce signiticantly, the Secretary's finding that Mr. Frady was credible 
is contrary to his own finding that Kr. Frady suffered no discrisination 
with respect to a separate selection for a civil inspector position. In 
that situation, there was a direct conflict in testimony when Kr. Frady 
stated he provided his resume to a personal acquaintance, an inspection 
supervisor at Stone a Webster, and that this Individual aomittod that a 
u1W Inspection supervisor prevented consideration of Kr. Frady's resume 
by ripping up the reesm (ordor at 47, transcript at 51-52, 196).  
kwever, though the Stone a Webster supervisor agreed that Kr. Frady was 
a friend of hit (transcript at 480), he stated clearly and without doubt 
that Kr. Frady never provided his with a resume, and that he never had 
any conversation with Mr. Frady about anyone tearing up Mr. Frady's 
resue (transcript at 475-78, 482-63). Further, the WU nspe
supervisor who allegedly tore up Mr. Frady's resume una-:a;-.:•ily 
testified that he never saw Kr. Frady's resume and nevur had any 
discusilons with the Stons 6 Webster s,:pervisor about Mr. Frady 
(transcript at 466). TVA also establishad by documentary evidence that 
Kr. Frady did not sutuit any resume to Stone & Webster for consideration 
(transcript at 439-91). These points were acknowledged by the Secretary 
(order at 47-49) when he expressly found no diacrisination with respect 
to this nonselection and hld that Kr. Frady had not submitted his 
rese on this position--a conclusion that could be reached only if the 
Secretary found Kr. Frady*@ testimony not to be cr-edible.  

The Secretary's problems with respect to credibility rest Largely upon 
his failure to consider the recorded testimony--relying instead on 
varLous infe-ences--and his rejection of the credLiility ceterminations 
of the AUL. It is difficuLt to accept the Secretary's decision when a 
conflict in testimony such as the or.* above is documented in the record 
and yet the Secretary finds that the substance if Frady's testimony 
indicates "c•plete candor, both at hearing and at depisition" (order at 
11, note 8). Yet, in that am passe•o, the Secretery cites a specific 
example and expressly finds that 'hip (Mr. Frady's) testimony evinces 
some tendency toward hyperbole.* Nevertheless, even after acknowledging 
this tendency, the Secretary gives credence to several instances within 
Frady's testimony where he describes some derogatory remarks made by the 
responsible SP quality manager against him (order at 39-40, note 31).  
That manager denied ever making any derogatory remarks to or about 
Mr. Frady (transcript at S11-12) and testified clearly to the matter in 
which he and Mr. Frady "aqreed to disagree" (transcript at S20-21, S27
28). We find it remarkable that the Secretary, who acknowledges 
kr. Frady', tendency to distort the truth, gives complete credence to 
Mr. Frady's contradicted remarks. The ALJ four! the manager involved in 
the UQM nuc.ear inspector position cancellation to be a 'highly credible 
witnessO and bilieved his estnimony "that there was no personal animus 
against Complainant involved in the hiring decision* (ADO at 8). N* 
believe that Lt was the responsible manager weo exhibited *complete 
cand4o" in his testimony and that there is ro reason to disbelieve him, 
while many reasons seist to disbelieve Mr. Frady.
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4. -- --..-- '. __- -- ie •--axv t1 heL N2m. TVA will 
petLtion the UnLted States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit to 
review the Secretary's decision in this case. We bele•e" that the 
Secretary*' decision will be overturned when it is reviewed by the Court 
because of his failure to properly analyze the facts or follow the 
applicabLe Law.  

In the first instance, we believe that upon review the Sixth Circuit 
will find that the Secretary's decision In arbitrary and cpricLious 
because the Secretary did not follow or distinguish his own case law and 
regulations (EWO v. K-Mart Corp., 796 7.2d 119, 143 (6th Cir. 1986)1 
UnIversiy of Cincinnati v. Boen, 875 F.2d 1207, 1209, 1212, (6th Cir.  
199)1 Shaw's Supermaerkes x. NL*U, 884 F.2d 34, 36-37, 41 (1st Cir.  
1949)). Under the decision in Bartlik v. rVA, go. 88-ERA-IS (Dec. 6, 
1990, April 7, 1993), peo. for review pending, No. 93-3616 (6th Cir.), 
if the Secretary determines that the ALJ's PDO has not properly analyzed 
tNe cecord, the proper course of action Is to remand the case to the AU 
for clarification and reconsideration of the PDO's findings. Instead, 
in this case where the Secretary obviously viewed the credibility of the 
witnesses as significant, the Secretary himself reweighed and 
reevaluated the evidence based solely on tae bars record without the 
benefits of observing the demeanor of the witnesses that were available 
to the kMJ. Ir Bartrlk ''e Secretary hold that fil~f credibility 
determinations are crlt..;&I, the agency maust articulate them with 
sufficient clarity to determine whether the ultimate finding of 
liability Is supported by the record.* The Secretary noted that 
"(wjhere an agency's decision concerns specific persons based upon 
determination of particular facts and the application of general 
principles to those facts . . . 'courts demand that the decislon-maker's 
opinion indicate an appropriate consideration of the evidence..  
The Secretary found that the "WJ did not cite or liscuss any testimony 
or exhibits which support that concL.sion, nor did he resolve any of the 
apparent conflicts In the record . ., or stat. which testimony he 
credited and which he did not., Although there were conflicts in some 
of the evidence, the Secretary hero credited Mr. Frady's testimony 
without articulating that determinatiin with clarity and without giving 
explicit references to the record, or discussing testimony and exhibits 
which support his conclusion. Likewise, he did not state which 
testimonj he credited and which he did not and why. If the Secretary 
believed the AJ's credibility determinations were flawed, he should 
have remanded the case to the AU to revise his RDO to specifically 
address those evidevttiary questions "and support . . . his in! rences 
and conclusions with explicit references to the record" (.sLip op. at 
17), as the Secretary did In Iartlik, The Secretary did none of these 
things but Instead relied heavily on his own ursubstartiated conclusions 
about the witnesses' credibility.  

We believe that the Secretary's theories of credibility were conclusory 
and were not booed on careful weighinq of the record as a whole (Cotter 
v. Merrsl, 642 ?.2d 700, 704, 706-07 (Id Cir. 1981)). Unlike the 
Secretary, the AJU made specific findings as to the crodLbility of the 
witnesses. Instead of remanding for further findings as to credibility 
if the Secretary disagreed with those findings, the Secretary chose to 
disregard all of the ALJ's credibility findinqs. Where, as here, the
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Secretary's credibility findings differ from the AJU's, the courts give 
special deference to the AL.W'. credibi.lity judlnta for the obvious 
rason that the AL saw the witnesses and heard them testify while the 
Secretary only reviems the record. Pogue v. United States Department of 
Labor, 940 7.2d 1287 (9th Cir. 1991).  

art~lk a..o requires evidence that the employee resopnibLe for the 
aLloeod discriminatory decision have knowLedge of the protected activity 
(April 7, 1993 dec. at 4, n.1). While the evidence of such knowledge 
may be circumetantiaL, the Secretary hold in er i~k that it is not 
sufficient to merely assume that the manager was told (Apr. 7, 1993, 
dec. at 5, 8, 9, 19). There must be substantial evidence of such 
knowledge. Here, there was clear, undisputed evidence in the record 
that the NEW and S• managers responsible for the craft trainee 
selections were unaware of Mr. Frady's protected activity.  

We believe that the Secretary's departures from the ALJ.'s factual 
findings were not carefully explained or reasoned (Citesens State Bank 
v. PIOC, 718 F.2d 1440, 1444-45 (6th Ci;. 1963)). For instance, the 
Secretary also made critical mistakes with regard to the use of the 
settlement %roemint entered into by Mr. Frady and TVA prior to 
Kr. Urady's filing of the three DWL complaints at issue here. First, 
the Secretary used the settlement agreement as a basis for inferring 
liability (order at 17, 38). This is contrary to Fed. R. gvid. 408 
which prectudes settlement agreements from beinq use to infer liability 
as a matter of law. Second, as we have stated, there was a substantial 
gap in time between the circumstances that gave rise to the earlier DOL 
complaint filed by Mr. Frady (which resuLted in the settlement 
agreement) a,.4 the matters raised in the three DOL comp)aints at issue 
here, yet this apparently tas not even considered by the Secretary. It 
was clearly an error under these circumstances for the Secretary to 
infer any hostility toward Mr. Frady. (Brown vs. Computing Cer., 519 F.  
Supp. 1096, 1117 (S.D. Ohio 1981), af1'd sub now, Brown v. Mark, 709 
r.2d 1499 (6th Cir. 1983); Cooper v. C.1ty of Worth Olmstead, 795 F.2d 
1265, 1272-73 (bth Cir. 1986); Jackson v. Popsi Cola, Dr. Pepper 
Bottling Cc., 783 F.2d SO (6th Cir.), cart. denied, 478 U.S. 1006 
(1986)). further, as also noted previously, we believe the Secretary's 
willingness tc sec3nd-gueas management on the trainee selections and 
substitute his judg•ent for theirs was improper. Posterfield v. TVA, 
941 F.2d 437, 443 (6th Cdr. 1991); Garner v. Runyon, 769 r. Supp 357 
(N.D. Ala. 1991).  

We believe that the Secretary's factual fIndir.gs were not carefully 
rooted Irn the evidence and were rooted in speculatior. (Hyatt, 939 F.2d 
at 367; Tieniber v. Hockj.zl, 720 r.2d 1251, 1255 (11th Cir. 1983.)). The 
Sixth Circuit has also made it clear that it will not uphold findings of 
discrimination that are based or. general talk of discrimination in the 
workpLace. (Cheppell v. OTC Prods. Co., 803 F.2d 261, 268 n.2 (6th Cir.  
198•); Ichrand v. Federal Pacific flec. Co., 851 F.2d 152, 156-57 (6th 
Cir. 1986)1 Randis v. Lasalle Telecoýunlcateons, I.c., 697 F. Supp.  
1474, 14 10 -81 (N.D. Ill. 9881, aff'd 876 7.2d 563 (7th Cir. 1989)).  
Those are the very sorts of :lindLngs which epitomize the Secretary's 
decision. Mr. Frady offered stories that he and certain managers did 
rot get along and that his reputation as a whistleblcer was widespread.
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The Secretary assumed that thAs hostility would be transmitted to other 
managers in other organizations so as to taint the decisions at issue 
here. Yet the diret unrebutted evidence in the rcord shows that this 
just was not the case. Furthermore, the Sixth CrcuLt requires 
Mr. Frady to prove discriainatory Intent by more than just Inferences 
-he, as here, an employer articulates a good faith reason for its 
action. (Nanser v. Diamond Shamrock, Inc., 29 F.3d 1078, 1083-64 (6th 
Cie. 1"4.)) Kr. Frady clearly did not submit auch proof.  

For the reasons stated, we believe that TVA management acted pro erly in 
not selecting Mr. Frady for any of the positions at Issue and that upon 
revie• of the Secretary's decision, the Sixth Circuit will find mio 
vLolation of law.
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Enc losure 2

Absence of Any Chillinq Iaffect 

TVA has taken reasosnble. prudent measures to aseesse whether the 
c~rcums esrrounding Mr. Frady's DO(. cmplaints resulted In any 
potential chilling effect which would discourage employees from raising 
safety issues. he noted in Enclosure 1, Mr. Frady's complaints were 
filed in August and Seember of 1991 and January of 1992, approxilately 
four years ago. So investigatiun or adjudicatIon gave any validity to 
Mr. Frady's complaints until the SecLetary of labor's de-'sLon of 
October 23, 1995. Given the amou,.t of tim that has elapsed since the 
original complaints were filed, as well as the fact that no portion of 
his complaints were validated until the Secretary's decision just weeks 
ago, we determined that the moat worthwhile sens of detecting any 
adverse effect would be to examine UE and 50' data gathered over recant 
years to the present regarding employee willingnese to raise concerns.  
Upon revi,- 3f the various measures TVA employs t:3 monitor the work 
environmet as discussed below, we have determined that there has been 
no chilling effect.  

TVA conducts several ongoing assessmnts that are Intended to gain 
insight Into the effectiveness of its communication channels with 
employeee. One effort is undertaken by TVA's Office of Inspector 
General (01G) which performs annual reviews of the effectiveness of the 
employee cncerns resolution programs at our nuclear plant sites. The 
review Includes confidential face to face interviews with a random 
semple of TVA and contractor employees to determine, Among other things, 
whether they feei f-ee to discuss problems or concerns directly with 
their supervisors. We feel tthat :his is a very Important indicator of 
--ua-m nt's effectiveress in establishing and maintaining a tvork 
environment that Is free of intimidation and harassment.  

TVA had cccasion to provide the XRC with the resultg of recent OG 
surveys for WU In Letters to the ilC dated April 5, 1995, Octoher 12, 
1995, And October 23, 1995. In sum, the OIG found that for WBX in 1994, 
98 percent of employees and contractors felt free to report nuclear 
safety or quality concerns to their Imediate supervisor. It, 1995 for 
WEE, the O!G determined that 100 percent of TVA employees anc 99.6 
percent of contractor employees would report their concerns Lo their 
supervisors.  

For 50', the OG's 1994 survey of TVA and contractor employees reported 
that 99 percent of TVA employees and 100 percent of coe tractor employeAs 
would report their concerns to management. Just weeks ago, after the 
Secretary's decision in the Frady case, the OIG completed Its 1995 
survey of over 100 TVA and contractor employees. The 1995 report 
recorded the sae percentigo* as the 1994 survey, Indicating a steady 
and positive work environment free of Intimidation and harassment.  
In Addition, during the period from 1991 through 199S, the number of SON 
employees expressing concerns has consistently dropped. In fact, for 
both WSP and S0', the number of issues expressed to the site conr-orns 
pregrams has trended downward from 1986 through 199S.
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mC sr~veys of TVA and contractor employsee at both UM and SrP also 
provide useful data about the willingness of employse to raise 
cmncre. An October 1995 inspection report for W (IA 95-63$ 
concladed that the vast majority (99 percent) of the TWA and -otractor 

employees interisamd responded posltively to te need to report safety 
Lessee throw" the Linn organization or another Independent avenue suce 
es the Coacerns Esolution Staff. The PC found that 96 percent felt 
that the smarvLoor or foremen wae the person mot often identified as 
the person to wc a concern should be reported. Also Important was the 
fact that the NEC found a red#sctio frcm prior years' interviews in the 
percentage of those who thought an independent path such as an emplcyse 
concerns program a nded. The MC actributed this reduction to the 
Osza-g support given to the rssol,jtion of safety Issues over thle last 
twc years by TVA managin-t.' At SQW, the INE*'s moet recent survey in 
199 concluded that spproaimately 48 percent of TVA employees and 
cont-actors would raise safety or quality concerns to their supervision.  
These PMC survey results validate TV's monitorinq results and Lead to 
the unmistakable conclusion that WEE and o employees are in no way 
discouraged froe raising safety concerne.  

TVA has achLied these results by mintaining a steady effort to educate 
and inform employees about their freedom and responsibility to raise 
safety concerns. Through General toployse Training, retraining, letters 
to employees as they procoss, into each site, postings on bulletin 
Oboards, bulletins, and "a1l hands, meetings, TVA reinforces this 
massage. We will work fcr -:ontinued success as TVA's nuclear program 
focuses on operational excellence.  

In view of the overwhoelmiroly positive Indications to date, we do not 
perceive any chilling effect as a resu~t of the Frady case and do not 
belfeve that additional corrective action is warranted in this regard.
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inc •sure 3

Inft c-dim... Conszderations 

Pat the asooMs expressed n Incloeunre 1, we believe that TVA acted 
withe•t any discrimirstoy intent Ln cong-ectmo wit? the three selection 
p-Xeee lirLeit out ,s -2i&.:rLi.6tnry by the Secretary of Labor. Me 
1t.Leve th'n. "';e Secri.r 'rs tik4lLnqgs we wrong, and that the evidence 
ov fouid ..- '.j AU, t•e COM tnvopt'q.w- and TVA's O0G investiqators 
supuvrts the tact th&r 11A acted i, *.core. vne with sound busiese 
practLco* ane: wItt:wt d.-critL',.i.t ,. Int*n.. T also believes that the 
United Ot4-,, ... rt at AppeaLs for ,he Sixth Circuit will rule that no 
vioLatiu z of !I* Wtei&A '-ýccvrrvd. .Par tami"s reasons, ve do not belicir 
that then. o -a& any vi. :. ALIon of V) CYR Sect .on 50.7 and we urge the NRC 
to find che ,.mw. I2: a mLnimum, tie tW- should postpone consideration 
of poesibLe *,.'c rcm,. it action pe. 'ing a decision by the Sixth Circuit.  
The circumstances that nave rise ro these matters tool ;lace nearly four 
and oep-,haf ,;*eare agoo and tone is no need to ýnstitute additional 
enforcemnt action at the. poL.t, prior to a final diopositLon of the 

mat ter 

Civen i, a tic Lation cf OW reqirwmnts Is deemd to have occuwxad, the 
cLrcumb.anceq of thir case prc-vids a strong basis for the XIC to reduce 
or refrain from liseLuu a civil penalty. As noted above, the events 
took place four and one-nalf years a9c and TVO took prompt action at the 
tif& to thorouqhly Investigate Kr. Frady's a'..egations. After 
invetigatinns conducted by DOT, and TVAs' OIG In "991 and 1992 wt.-zh 
found no evidence of problese, and extensive fact-finding by an ALJ in 
1992 and the R30 In •VA's favor in 1993, the Secretary de-.ided just 
weeks ago that three of 14 nonlieltlons were Improper. Mo purposes of 
3 c's ontorcement -r-ogram are set for'h in MUkEG-1600--to serve as a 
deo.errent to elphiaiai compliance with rwqu-laraory req rtAmnts, and as 
an encouzaqemont to promptly Ldentify and take corre tive action. Both 
purposes are iiL-mervd given tre circumstances of this case and warrant 
against the full application of the inmorcament pro'ram here.  

In addition, while we fully recognize the potential z)qe:iricence of any 
claim cC discrimination under the, LRA, the events arociated *irtn 
Kr. Frady's cLaie have been carefutLL axamined and tin n)t havu any 
LiLpact bey'ond thv complainant hialeif. TVA has examined t'.w various 
measures used to monitor the work environment, arl that analysit shovs 
no effect on employee willingness to express any aafwty or quality 
contrerrna.  

TVA undersands, however, its obigawum nsof•r as Mr Frady is concerned As you 
know, the Secreary remanded thb case to the AU fix furthe, proceedies , n e•tal, 5 Mr 
Frady's remedy consistent with the dec. i~on We are presemny working ".irh Mr Frady 
and his counsei to arrange for z mutually agreeable job aitagnme withM , ' and tn 
arrive at a mutually agreable amunt of backpay and co'rwhnsaion for -.,J epenwl 
ih the aim co( avoiding awy '%rther proceedings bhehre he AU
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1W. frody's cc-laints alleged that his nonaslection for jobs within TA 
wr the result rf his pzeviou& Litigation with the agency. While the 
alleatLo ins 0 i ou&, It in Important for the sake of onforcemen.  
coos iderationa hat no safety ismue was involved. We are ware that 
there would be a pct;etial for safety siqniflcance if a chilling eftect 
cold e sahows among employoee •t' became aware of a finding of adverse 
action taka against an Individual for -aiming safety concerns. As 
noted above, bever, no ouch effect was identfied.  

, circumstances surrounding Mr. Frady's allagations cannot be 
considered as Puggesting a proq rmtLc discrimination problem nor can 
they be considered pert-l-.slarly !nLatant or oreogious. Ur. frady's 
cmplaints covered 14 jou e. ctlon procesm, end all withstood the 
sorvti.ay of various DOL and TYV o•tr; investigat3rs, along with the AJ 
who considered each job seLection at triaL. Moreover, the findings of 
the Secretary were based 3n Inferences which were drawn from hic 
perspective on the case. Criticism of those perspectives aslde, 
building a aese based on Infereiaes is not indicative of a fact pattern 
which suggests a proqriaatic, blatant, or egregious discrimination 
problem.  

TVA as taken effective actLrn to positively reemphasi"L ts jFolicy 
against discriminatior. and to applrr.;riately address 'the owrall work 
enviromnont. Our of for* I n thls reqard and the results ue have 
achieved are outlined in gn:ioeure 2. Those efforts Include 
sitablishinq an effective Concerns Resolution program, conducting 
information and oducaticr, knLtiatveos to irprove and reinforce employee 
cuo;.aications, and Int.tutlnq various iaonitorLrq mechanims to qaugw 
the ffect.venoess of our .:fforts. T'hrough our ctsito.nt of 
cons..deo-le ties and resources, TVA has made stqnif•.ant p-Qqress in 
Improvilnq employee comuni-ation and enhancing the safety ot our nuclear 
proclraal.  

For the rei-sona stated above, TVA believes that no discris'rnation 
occurred In connection with the soelo tion processes cited y Mr. Frady.  
¶VX wi;: ask the Sixth Circuit to r-;ieIo the Secretary's decision and 
believr that there is no compelling reason for the IRC to consider 
*nforco wnt prior _ tfe Court's ruling on the matter. Should the XAC 
elm to coro•ider enforcemont action, and stouLd it decide 'hat a 
violatior. of Section 50.7 has 'taken place, there are ample reasons why 
the W *hoe. I.; reduce or refrain f.l,.•. issuing a civil penalty due to the 
speciLaL r.t.r %.svtsr..:ws surrounding t,zis case.
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